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A. Problem Definition
Introduction
The ‘Once-a-week visa’ has been a widely discussed topic in both Mainland and
Hong Kong since its announcement in April, 2015, for many citizens consider it as a
sign reflecting the government’s willingness to deal with the problems concerning
parallel traders as well as the Individual Visit Scheme (IVS).
While this very ‘first step’ taken by the government should be welcome by
Hongkongers, it is interesting that there are very diverse opinions regarding its
effectiveness. There are citizens being optimistic towards the policy, analysing that it
can cope with parallel trading problem brought by the IVS to relieve local citizens’
discontent towards the Mainland travellers.1 There are also parties doubting about the
policy’s effectiveness, for parallel traders are able to escape from the new restrictions
and the problem cannot be totally resolved.2
Besides the above diverse views, it is also worth-concerning that the policy seems not
achieving its expected effects after a year of implementation. Referring to the
statistics provided by the Customs and Excise Department, although there was a 2.9%
decrease of Mainland visitors due to the implementation of ‘Once-a-week visa’ in
2015, it still exceeds the figures in 2013 by over 5 million. 3 As quoted from Ms
Claudia Mo4, the trifling decrease in the number of Mainland visitors in 2015 can
reflect the limited effectiveness of the new policy.5
Concerning the above, as a Hong Kong citizen, I would like to evaluate whether the
measure, as promised by the government, can really tackle the problems under the
IVS, which directly affect our quality of life. Through the investigation, possible ways
enhancing its effectiveness would also be explored thus to really improve
Hongkongers’ quality of life.

1

th

Sing Pao (25 April, 2015). 一週一行：治了甚麼，治不到甚麼？
th
左右紅藍綠 (14 April, 2015). 一周一行，行嗎？
3
th
HK01 (11 March, 2016). 內地客人次跌 2.9% 泛民質疑一周一行成效 建制促勿調整
4
Member from the Civic Party
5
See 3.
2
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Enquiry objectives
The objective of this study is to investigate the followings thus evaluate the
effectiveness of ‘Once-a-week visa’ regarding the identified problems, and to discover
possible ways for improvement:
i.

The conflicts and problems triggered by the IVS

ii.

How the ‘Once-a-week visa’ can alleviate the identified problems

iii.

Comparison of expected results with actual situation after the implementation

iv.

Different stakeholders6 opinions towards the ‘Once-a-week visa’

In accordance to the above, three focusing questions are set for the enquiry:
1. What are the problems and conflicts discovered under the original Individual
Visit Scheme?
2. In what ways does the ‘Once-a-week visa’ alleviate the problems identified?
3. Is the ‘Once-a-week visa’ achieving its expected results? What can be done to
enhance its effectiveness?

6

Possible stakeholders include the Government, residents and shop owners in districts affected by
parallel trading activities e.g. Sheung Shui, lawmakers and district councillors etc.
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B. Relevant Concepts and Knowledge/ Facts/ Data
Key concepts


The ‘Once-a-week visa’ refers to the "one trip per week" Individual Visit
Endorsements,

which

replaces

the

"multiple-entry"

Individual

Visit

Endorsements for permanent residents of Shenzhen and allows the
endorsement holders to visit Hong Kong only once a week from Monday to
Sunday. The new measure will not affect the "multiple-entry" Individual Visit
Endorsements which have already been issued before its announcement on
13th April, 2015.7


The Individual Visit Scheme ("IVS") was introduced in July 2003. Under
IVS, Mainland residents in 49 cities are eligible to apply for Individual Visit
Endorsements to visit Hong Kong in their individual capacity. In 2009,
eligible residents with Shenzhen household registration were allowed to apply
for One‐year Multiple‐entry IVS Endorsements.8 The proportion taken up by
IVS visitors among the total number of Mainland visitors increased from
34.8% in 2004 to 67.1% in the first half of year 20139, proving the IVS as the
major way chosen by Mainlanders to visit Hong Kong.



Tourism carrying capacity is defined by the World Tourism Organisation as
“The maximum number of people that may visit a tourist destination at the
same time, without causing destruction of the physical, economic, sociocultural environment and an unacceptable decrease in the quality of visitors'
satisfaction”.10



Social carrying capacity is defined by a study commissioned by the European
Commission as the level of tourism that (a) will not be resented by the local
population, affect their sense of identity or pre‐empt their use of public

7

Press Release of the Hong Kong Government. HKSAR Government welcomes new measure to
optimise "multiple-entry" Individual Visit Endorsements. Retrieved 13th April, 2015, from news.gov.hk:
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201504/13/P201504130887.htm
8
Research Office, Legislative Council Secretariat. (7th May, 2014). Research Brief Issue No.6 “Individual
Visit Scheme"
9

th

Commerce and Economic Development Bureau (17 January, 2014). 香港承受及接待旅客能力評估
10
Prof. Harry Coccossis and Dr. Alexandra Mexa, Environmental Planning Laboratory of the University
of the Aegean, Greece (2002). Material for a Document
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services and amenities, or (b) will not create unacceptable decline of visitors’
experience. It is noted that social carrying capacity of a city should also be
taken as one of the factors determining the city's tourism carrying capacity. 11


Parallel trading in Hong Kong refers to the phenomenon of China parallel
traders taking advantage of multiple entry visa policy to import goods from
Hong Kong to Mainland China, causing shortage of household goods in
various locations starting in the North District and expanding to Tuen Mun,
Yuen Long, Tai Po and Shatin. 12 The parallel trading problem was further
intensified since 2012, when media reported that 95% of multi-entrance
travellers were China parallel traders.13



Effectiveness refers to the degree to which something is successful in
producing a desired result.14 The effectiveness of the ‘Once-a-week visa’ shall
be evaluated by the followings:

11



level of realisation of the aims and expected results



effects of the policy on the existing, identified problems15



benefits and adverse effects brought by the policy

Prof. Harry Coccossis and Dr. Alexandra Mexa, Environmental Planning Laboratory of the University
of the Aegean, Greece (2002). Material for a Document
12
Wikipedia – Parallel trading in Hong Kong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_trading_in_Hong_Kong
13
Oriental Daily (27th December, 2012). 趕絕 水客禁「一日多行」
14
Oxford Dictionaries http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/effectiveness
15
E.g. inflation of prices of goods and shop rentals
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Methodology
Second-hand information is gathered for my enquiry.
Firstly, to investigate the problems triggered under the original IVS, related news
articles and editorials would be included. Government reports and discussions in
Legislative Council (LegCo)16 will also be quoted.
Secondly, to evaluate the effectiveness of ‘Once-a-week visa’, reference will be made
to government and LegCo archives, editorials and articles. Information from related
videos and the feedback from various stakeholders will be used.
Last but not least, to give suggestions on enhancing the effectiveness of the policy,
views and opinions from different stakeholders17 are collected. Related articles as well
as suggestions for improvement would be referenced.

16
17

E.g. 香港承受及接待旅客能力評估, Research Brief Issue No.6 “Individual Visit Scheme"
E.g. the concern groups, politicians and affected residents
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C. In-depth Explanation of the Issue
1. Problems and conflicts triggered by IVS
1.1 Pressure on Hong Kong’s tourism and social carrying capacity
According to the assessment report concerning Hong Kong’s capacity to receive
tourists18, Mainlanders visiting HK under the IVS has been continuously rising since
2004. While these visitors take up 34.8% of Mainlanders and 19.5% of all visitors to
Hong Kong in 2004, the percentage increases to 67.1% and 49.8% respectively in the
first half of 2013. As reflected in Figure 1, the increase in percentage of Mainlanders
coming under IVS is far higher than other two types in the past decade. Obviously the
increase in IVS visitors is the major factor leading to the rise of tourists to HK.

No. of tourists ('000)

Number of tourists visiting Hong Kong (2004-2012)
60000
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10000
0

Mainlanders(under IVS)
Mainlanders(non-IVS)
Other tourists

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

Year
Source:

Fig. 1 Number of tourists vising Hong Kong in 2004-2012

In the report, it is projected that the number of tourists visiting HK will exceed 70
million in 2017. Such increase, especially the rapid increase of IVS visitors,
undoubtedly brings challenge to HK’s tourism carrying capacity. It is claimed in the
government’s assessment report that HK would still be able to receive the projected
number of visitors in 2017 19 . Still, the public generally believes that the tourism
carrying capacity is about to reach its threshold, while scholars also pointed out that

18

th

Commerce and Economic Development Bureau (17 January, 2014). 香港承受及接待旅客能力評

估
19

i.e. 70 million
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passenger handling capacity of MTR20 is nearly saturated and would fail to cope with
the great number of tourists in 2017 without reforms21.
In terms of social carrying capacity, HK is also seen to be reaching its limit. Early in
2012, a survey22 revealed that 62.8% of respondents agreed that the IVS had worsened
the social order, and over half of them agreed that the IVS should be tightened. The
above figures reflect how the public can no longer withstand the significant increase
of Mainland tourists; different social problems like increased crowdedness also shows
how HK’s social carrying capacity almost reaches its ceiling. These problems will be
further elaborated in following sections.

1.2 Parallel trading problem
Parallel trading problem is serious under the original IVS, causing great disturbance to
the residents in the affected districts such as Sheung Shui, Shatin etc. Since eligible
Shenzhen residents could apply for One‐year Multiple‐entry IVS Endorsements,
parallel trading activities are much favoured when these residents can deliver the
parallel goods freely within a day. According to the estimation of the China Customs,
about 95% of the multi-entry travellers from Mainland were parallel traders.23 Such
activities lead to the following problems that affect local citizens’ living:
1.2.1 Shortage of goods
As Mainland has great demand for HK’s comparatively more reliable products,
residents in the affected district constantly face shortage of goods due to parallel
trading activities. Daily necessities, especially milk powder are often the target of
parallel traders. Some Northern residents reflected that replenished milk powder could
be cleared by parallel traders within 15 minutes.

20

55% of tourists would choose to take MTR when travelling in Hong Kong
Source: Research Office, Legislative Council Secretariat (7th May, 2014). Research Brief Issue No.6
“Individual Visit Scheme"
21
th
Ming Pao (26 April, 2014). 港鐵飽和 立會商擠迫定義
22
th
Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (28 September,
2012) 中大香港亞太研究所民調顯示：市民對自由行態度矛盾
23
Oriental Daily (27th December, 2012). 趕絕 水客禁「一日多行」
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Fig. 2 How parallel traders target at milk powder in Fanling24

As shown in the stress test commissioned by the government, powdered formula in
North District was still in shortage even implemented the export control25. Shortage of
goods becomes an unneglectable problem caused by parallel trading.
1.2.2 Inflation of shop rentals and prices of goods
The inflation of shop rentals in affected districts is another worth-concerning issue. As
revealed in LegCo’s research document, the limited supply of retail space, coupled
with buoyant retail sector fuelled by vibrant inbound tourism, leaded to surge of
rentals by 69.4% between 2004 and 2013 (Figure 3)26.

24

th

hkheadline (24 January, 2013). 水客搶貴奶粉$400 罐 港 B 又斷糧
25
th
Ming Pao (20 November, 2013). 政府壓力測試報告：北區奶粉最缺貨
26
Research Office, Legislative Council Secretariat (7th May, 2014). Research Brief Issue No.6 “Individual
Visit Scheme"
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Fig. 3 Trend of shop rentals in 2004-2013 27

According to the estimations done by the Rating and Valuation Department in 201528,
retail rent at some parallel trading hotspots recorded a 300% increase over the past 5
years. The high rents become a substantial burden for the small-scale shops in the
district, making it unaffordable for them to survive.

Fig. 4 29

Translation:
Small-scale, reputable restaurants like Lee Yuen Congee Noodles
in Causeway Bay were forced to close down due to the soaring
rents.

Not only do the shop rentals face inflation, but prices of goods as well. Scholars
pointed out that to compete for shop spaces, pharmacies have to pay higher rents and
thus leading to the rise in commodity prices.
27

Research Office, Legislative Council Secretariat (7th May, 2014). Research Brief Issue No.6 “Individual
Visit Scheme"
28
The estimations are done before the implementation of ‘Once-a-week visa’
29
th
Hong Kong Economic Times (24 January, 2013). 銅鑼灣老麵店 恐骨牌式結業
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Translation:

Fig. 5 30

Economist Andy Cheuk-chiu Kwan comments that parallel trading
problem leads to the inflation of commodities’ prices as the pharmacies
has to cover their extra expenditure on the higher rents.

Translation:
Fig. 6 31

Resident in Sheung Shui reveals that the price of a dish of beef brisket
rice rose from $26 to $56 within a few years, due to the increasing
number of Mainlanders who do not mind paying more.

Apart from the surging shop rentals, shortage of daily necessities under the parallel
trading activities mentioned in section 1.2.1 is another factor leading to the inflation.
Take milk powder as an example, the price of these powdered formula even had an

30
31

th

Apple Daily (17 March, 2015). 差估署最新估值 水客帶動上水舖租升 3 倍
th
BBC 中文網 (26 February, 2015) 分析：水貨客對香港困擾如何化解？
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increase of 40%, from $280 to $400 per can by the end of year 201332. Such inflation
poses a heavier financial burden on the residents living in affected districts.
1.2.3 Crowded living environment
The living environment in affected districts have become more crowded with parallel
traders, who often gather at railway stations and travel around in the district with their
bulky luggage.

Fig. 7 Comments from residents in Sheung Shui on the crowded environment 33

As shown in Figure 7, residents could easily get injured on the streets with numerous
luggage and suitcases. The crowded space results in a regression of residents’ quality
of life when parallel traders gather at some busy spots34 with cartons of goods.

1.3 Excessive uniformity in terms of types of shops
As the number of Mainland travellers rises continuously under the original IVS,
phenomenon of excessive uniformity is shown in terms of the types of shops opened
in popular tourist spots and parallel trading hotspots. From 2004 to 2013, the number
of shops selling cosmetics and personal care products, which are favourable to
Mainland tourists, had a 15 times increase (Figure 8). Such figure is only a tip of the
32

th

hkheadline (24 January, 2013). 水客搶貴奶粉$400 罐 港 B 又斷糧
st
Hong Kong Connection (31 December, 2012). 下一站，上水
34
E.g. the railway station
33
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iceberg --- with skyrocketing shop rentals, more shops selling products sought-after
by Mainland visitors 35 are opened in the mentioned areas, attracting Mainlanders’
consumptions are lucrative enough to afford higher rents.

Fig. 8 Changes in number of retail outlets in 2004-2013 36

Small local shops are also forced to close; instead retail spaces are rent to chain stores
to attract Mainland visitors.

Translation:
Fig. 9

37

Shops in King Wah Centre were forced to give up their shop spaces
for the department store which target customers are Mainlanders.

35

E.g. daily necessities and high-end products
Research Office, Legislative Council Secretariat (7th May, 2014). Research Brief Issue No.6 “Individual
Visit Scheme"
37
th
Apple Daily (4 February, 2013). 旺角瓊華中心收舖 百租戶無處容身
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36

Translation:
Fig. 10

38

Shops in Gala Place were also evicted to reserve the shop spaces for
chain stores so as to attract more IVS tourists.

The above prove the relation of increase in IVS travellers and the homogeneity of
shop types in HK, hindering the diversity of the retail industry.

1.4 Intense relationship between Hongkongers and Mainlanders
In recent years, relationship between the two sides deteriorated, mainly caused by the
intensified parallel-trading activities under the IVS and Hongkongers’ poor
impression of Mainland tourists and authority. In the survey done in 201239, around
70% of respondents believe that IVS has caused the surge in shop rents and
commodities’ prices, while 42.7% of respondents claim that their impression towards
Mainland travellers have worsened since the launch of IVS in 2003. Some
Hongkongers start addressing Mainland tourists and parallel traders as ‘locust’, while
movements aiming at parallel traders have been carried out since 2012, like

38

th

Passion Times (12 April, 2014). 近百小商戶被收舖 家樂坊清場迎 H&M
th
Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (28 September,
2012) 中大香港亞太研究所民調顯示：市民對自由行態度矛盾
P.15
39

‘reclaiming’ Sheung Shui railway station 40 in 2012 and the ‘recovery movement
2015’41 carried out in Tuen Mun, Shatin and Yuen Long. Related news are reported in
Mainland and spread on social-networking sites like Weibo, rousing Mainlanders’
resentful feelings towards HK people.

Fig. 11

42

Translation:
Some Mainland netizens claimed to come and take revenge on
Hongkongers, and urged participants to insult Hongkongers.

It reflected the intense and hostile relationship between Hongkongers and
Mainlanders under the original IVS.

1.5 Section summary
To conclude, there are four major problems triggered under the original IVS:
First, heavy burden is imposed on HK’s tourism (and social) carrying capacity. With
the rapid influx of Mainlanders under the original IVS, HK’s tourism carrying
capacity and citizens’ mental capacity are both reaching the threshold.
Second, the parallel trading problem is serious. Parallel trading activities in affected
districts, namely North District and districts along the East-rail line, have been severe
ever since the launch of IVS. The problem leads to the shortage of goods, inflation of
shop rentals and commodities prices besides the increased crowdedness of the living
environment, all negatively affecting residents’ living quality.
40

i.e. 光復上水
i.e. 2015 光復行動
42
th
Passion Times (9 March, 2015). 大陸網民揚言為女童報仇 擬組織「吵架隊」來港生事 每罵喊
41

一港人獎金五百
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Third, excessive uniformity is shown in terms of shop types. With ever-rising shop
rentals, shops are more likely to sell daily necessities and high-end products to attract
consumptions of Mainland tourists. This results in the homogeneity of shop genres,
which is undesirable for the development of the retail industry.
Finally, relationship between Hongkongers and Mainlanders is intensified.
Hongkongers’ discontent with the influx of IVS tourists and the serious parallel
trading activities has triggered the insulting actions on Mainlanders and movements
against parallel traders, which in return arouse Mainlanders’ resentful feelings
towards Hongkongers.

P.17

2. Aim and Rationale of ‘Once-a-week visa’
--- How does ‘Once-a-week visa’ alleviate problems identified in section 1?

2.1 Aim of the policy
In the Chief Executive’s speech introducing ‘Once-a-week visa’, the government
shows their expectation on the new policy43:
1. To reduce the number of mainland visitors coming to HK for more than once
in a week under the original IVS
2. To relieve the pressure of the city’s tourism carrying capacity.
3. To counteract the serious parallel trading problem under the original IVS.
Among the three aims, priorities are further shown when he claimed that the ‘Once-aweek visa’ is pinpointing the parallel traders instead of Mainland tourists.

2.2 Rationale of the policy
The policy is expected to relieve the pressure on HK tourism carrying capacity
through cutting down the number of Mainlanders entering the city for more than once
within one day. With the drop of travellers who do not stay overnight, the city would
be less crowded44. This is crucial in relieving the discontentment of local citizens and
also their mental burden. Furthermore, the pressure on transportation is expected to be
relieved. The measure thus would alleviate the problem of excessive stress on tourism
carrying capacity and tackle the parallel-trading problem.

43

Speech achieve of the Hong Kong government. 行政長官會見傳媒談「一周一行」簽注開場發言.
th
Retrieved 13 April, 2015, from news.gov.hk:
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201504/13/P201504130321.htm
44
th
Sing Pao (25 April, 2015). 一週一行：治了甚麼，治不到甚麼？
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Fig. 62 45

Translation:
Mentioned by chief executive, the new policy pinpoints on parallel
traders.

By restricting Shenzhen residents to travel for only once to HK within a week,
vocational Mainland parallel traders would not be able to deliver the parallel goods
across the border within the same day. The declined delivery efficiency could deter
Mainland parallel traders, for they can no longer make big profits by delivering
rounds of parallel goods in one day. With the above measures unfavourable for
parallel trading, it is predicted that Hongkongers’ bad feelings about Mainlanders
would be eased46, thereby improving the relations mutually.

45

Speech achieve of the Hong Kong government. 行政長官會見傳媒談「一周一行」簽注開場發言.
th
Retrieved 13 April, 2015, from news.gov.hk:
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201504/13/P201504130321.htm
46
th
Sing Pao (25 April, 2015). 一週一行：治了甚麼，治不到甚麼？
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D. Judgment and Justification
1. Expectation vs. Reality: Effectiveness of ‘Once-a-week visa’
--- Is ‘Once-a-week visa’ achieving its expected results?
The following are the three criteria to assess the effectiveness of ‘Once-a-week visa’,
as stated in Part B: Key concepts:

1.1 Level of realisation of the aims and expected results
1.1.1 Relieving pressure on tourism carrying capacity
The new policy aims at relieving the pressure on tourism carrying capacity through
reducing the number of Shenzhen residents entering HK for more than once within a
week. From the figures published by the Commerce and Economic Development
Bureau, the number of Mainland tourists travelling to HK under the IVS had a 18.2%
drop by the end of February, 2016 when compared on a year by year basis47. Still, can
we conclude that the policy is effective in dealing with the identified problem?
In fact, the ‘Once-a-week visa’ only restricts Shenzhen residents’ visits to HK, which
merely reduces the burden on tourism carrying capacity. First, number of Shenzhen
IVS visitors accounted for only 32.8% of the total number of Mainland visitors to
HK48, which is a limited proportion among visitors.
Second, the poor town planning of HK is the critical factor despite the influx of
Mainlanders. As claimed by Professor Lui Tai-lok49, the number of people who enter
the city and return within a day should be projected during town planning phase; it is
foreseeable that more Mainlanders would come for necessities with greater
convenience. For instance, passenger carrying capacity of the East-rail Line should
also consider the large number of Mainland visitors when it was designed.50
47

st

Apple Daily (1 April, 2016). 一周一行一年 水客內地人變南亞幫
Calculated from No. of Shenzhen IVS visitors (6,162,000), No. of IVS visitors (12,625,000) and
Percentage of IVS visitors among all Mainland visitors (67.1%):
Percentage of Shenzhen IVS visitors among all Mainland visitors = 6,162,000÷(12,625,000÷67.1%) =
32.8% (correct to 1 decimal place)
th
Source: Commerce and Economic Development Bureau (17 January, 2014). 香港承受及接待旅客能
48

力評估
49
50

Head of Department of Sociology, University of Hong Kong
th
Ming Pao (11 March, 2013). 呂大樂：搶奶暴露一國兩制無考慮融合
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Translation:
Fig. 73

Professor Lui Tai-lok commented that during town planning
procedures, the government should have considered Mainlanders
entering and returning every day, for Hong Kong has become a part of
two-hour living circle of Southern China.

The influx of Mainlanders is not the only factor for the overloading, the inferior
planning at the very beginning contributed too. Without visionary planning, remedial
measure could be less effective than expected.
1.1.2 Counteracting the parallel trading problem
Another aim of the policy claimed by the government is to counteract the parallel
trading problem. Unfortunately, the policy has not fulfilled its purpose when coping
with the issue (Figure 14 & 15).

P.21

Fig. 84 51

Translation:
Chairman of the North District Parallel Imports Concern Group
pointed out that parallel trading activities have not been seen to be
eliminated even after a year of implementation.

Translation:
Fig. 95

52

Crowds of parallel traders still gather at an open space near Sheung
Shui Railway station, taking the distributed parallel goods with them in
the suitcases.

The articles show that parallel-trading activities remain unresolved after the
implementation of ‘Once-a-week visa’.
Beforehand, some lawmakers had anticipated that the parallel traders would find ways
to counteract the new restrictions (Figure 16).

51
52

th

HK01 (11 March, 2016). 內地客人次跌 2.9% 泛民質疑一周一行成效 建制促勿調整
st
Apple Daily (1 April, 2016). 一周一行一年 水客內地人變南亞幫
P.22

Fig. 106 Comments from Mr. Leung Che-cheung53 on the effectiveness of the new policy
regarding parallel trading problem54

In March, 2015, Mr. Lai Tung Kwok 55 had already mentioned in the LegCo that
around half of the parallel traders are Hongkongers

56

. Now, a year after

implementation, it is reported by media that even ethnic minorities become part of the
parallel traders 57 , realized the worries of lawmakers. In reality, the problem will
remain unless the demand for HK products drop significantly in Mainland 58 .
Referring to comments from Mainland shop owners, decreasing demand is not in sight
after the implementation of the visa (Figure 17).

Fig. 17 59

Translation:
Shenzhen online store seller claiming that the demand in Mainland for
baby products imported from Hong Kong still remains.

53

the Chairman of the Yuen Long District Council
th
左右紅藍綠 (14 April, 2015). 一周一行，行嗎？
55
Secretary for Security
56
th
Wen Wei Po (19 March, 2015). 黎棟國:估計一半「水貨客」是港人
57
st
Apple Daily (1 April, 2016). 一周一行一年 水客內地人變南亞幫
58
See 53.
59
th
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Another factor leading to rather low effectiveness is the loopholes of the scheme.
There are exemptions for the new policy, where Mainlanders who can produce
“reasonable grounds”60 would still be given specific visas allowing repeated entrance
to HK. Such exemptions give opportunities for parallel traders to continue their
business, which is a vulnerable area of the scheme that reduces its overall
effectiveness.

Fig. 18 61

Translation:
Parallel traders could fake proof to apply for the “business visas” or
even purchase one from Taobao thus escape from the restriction of the
new policy.

1.2 Effects of the policy on the existing, identified problems
1.2.1 Inflation of shop rentals and prices of goods
The new visa is effective in dealing with the inflation problem in a way that local
shops target for Mainlanders slash consumables’ prices with the decreased number of
Mainland shoppers.
60
61

E.g. visiting relatives, doing business and others (i.e.「探親」
、「商務」及「其他」簽注)
th
Stand News (17 April, 2016). 一週一行難解三大問題
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Fig. 19 62

Translation:
Price war is triggered among local pharmacies, urging them to slash
prices by up to 20%.

Nonetheless, the policy has little impact on the rental inflation in affected areas.
According to the figures published by the Rating and Valuation Department in April,
2016, the shop rentals in Sheung Shui have an uprise of 10-20% against deficit
market63.

Fig. 20 64

Translation:
The continuous rise of shop rentals creates chain effects, pushing up
commodities’ prices.
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The policy can hardly solve problems induced by parallel trading --- and apparently
has limited effect on rental inflation problem.
1.2.2 Improving relations between Hongkongers and Mainlanders
The ‘Once-a-week visa’ has limited effects on improving the relationship between
Hongkongers and Mainlanders. From public opinion poll conducted in November,
2015 65, number of respondents feeling negative towards Mainlanders had risen by 3%
when compared to half-a-year ago. Such increase reflects that Hongkongers’ hostility
towards Mainlanders have not reduced after the implementation of ‘Once-a-week
visa’.
Predictably, the new policy is unlikely to resolve the disputes between the two parties.
While it might be true that HK citizens’ resentfulness towards Mainlanders are eased
shortly after the introduction of the policy66, the policy fails to deal with the root
causes of the disputes --- one is the cultural differences between Hongkongers and
Mainlanders. What HK citizens dislike the Mainlanders the most is their
comparatively uncivilised behaviour67. The policy can only cope with the problem
superficially by reducing the number of Mainlanders coming to HK, but fails to
improve neither Mainlanders’ quality nor Hongkongers’ impression towards them.
Another root problem is the political tension from the integration of HK to Mainland
China. In recent years, the Mainland authority has intervened in HK’s political
affairs68. The continued intervention resulted in greater hostility against the Mainland
authorities, while the influx of Mainland shoppers further irritated Hongkongers’
nerves --- since the policy fails to address such root problem, it cannot effectively ease
the tension between the two parties.
1.2.3 Excessive uniformity in terms of types of shops
The excessive uniformity in respect of shop genres is yet to be alleviated by the
‘Once-a-week visa’. As pointed out by the chairman of the North District Parallel
Imports Concern Group, new pharmacies as well as retail shops specialised in goods
65
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Press Release of HKU POP (24 November, 2015). HKU POP releases findings on people’s feeling
towards different governments and peoples
66
Since they feel that the situation seems to be improved.
67
E.g. excreting anywhere on streets
68
E.g. the issuing of White Paper on "The Practice of the 'One Country, Two Systems' Policy in the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" in 2014
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like powdered formula and diapers continues to open in North District69, reflecting
that the problem is remain unsolved.

Fig. 21&22 70

Translation:
Number of pharmacies in Sheung Shui further increased while there
are over 100 stores majorly selling parallel goods in the district.

Since the ‘Once-a-week visa’ cannot resolve the parallel trading problems and fails to
significantly reduce the number of Mainland tourists, homogeneity in shop types still
exist. Again, the new policy shows limited effectiveness in tackling the problem.
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1.3 Benefits and adverse effects brought by the policy
1.3.1 Possible benefits
One possible benefit of the policy is to improve the image of the government. Early in
2012, a survey71 already showed that over half of respondents agreed that the IVS
should be tightened. Though it has been two years later, the introduction of ‘Once-aweek visa’ does show the government is willing to consider public opinions, which
could possibly improve the image of the government.
The policy becomes plausible to citizens in short run. People tend to focus
superficially on its immediate effects72, therefore relieving the mental stress instantly.
1.3.2 Adverse effects
The new visa may adversely affect the retail industry. Mr. Yiu Si-wing73 stated that
the new policy may give Mainlanders an impression of being unwelcomed, which
adversely affects the retail industry, especially that Mainlanders are the biggest
customer source. The chairman of Retail, Wholesale and Service Committee also says
that after the implementation of ‘Once-a-week visa’, business of retailers in Northern
Districts has ever faced a 30-40% drop. 74 Statistics have proven one significant
adverse effect, namely the inevitable impact on the retail industry of HK.

1.4 Section Summary
With the above, it is shown that:
First, the level of realisation of the expected aims of ‘Once-a-week visa’ is relatively
low. Though there is a drop in number of Mainland tourists visiting HK, it fails to
really ease the burden on the city’s tourism carrying capacity in the foreseeable future,
a result of the short-sighted town planning. Since the policy also failed to alleviate the
parallel trading problem, the disappointing results clearly go against its objectives.
Second, proven by statistics and real situations, ‘Once-a-week visa’ fails to effectively
cope with problems mentioned in Part C. While inflation of shop rentals and
71
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consumable prices continues, homogeneity of shop types remains. The policy also
fails to tackle the root problems leading to the tense relation between HK and
Mainland.
Third, the benefits brought by the policy fail to outweigh its limitations nor adverse
effects. The possible benefit by the new visa is only a short-term Panadol, while the
limitations and adverse effects can hardly be overcome --- as they are revealed as time
passes, the policy will not be able to satisfy citizens in long run.
All in all, it can be concluded that the ‘Once-a-week visa’ fails to fulfil the three
criteria for evaluating its effectiveness, proving it as kind of ineffective measure in
alleviating the problems induced by the original IVS.
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2. Recommendations
--- What can be done to enhance its effectiveness?
From Section 1, it is reflected that ‘Once-a-week visa’ is doomed to fail in alleviating
the problems triggered by the IVS, for it is not tailor-made to the root causes of the
problems75.
To enhance its effectiveness, simply revising the policy itself cannot make a great
difference. There are thus different suggestions from the society, namely the
development of a “boundary shopping centre” and the levy of arrival tax.

Translation:
Fig.24 76

In a survey conducted by the Democratic Party in 2015, 61% of
respondents supported the levy of arrival tax, while 84.67% supported
the setting up of “boundary shopping centre”. It is reflected in the
survey that controlling the number of visitors with taxes would be a
practical way of coping with the social problems caused by the excessive
number of Mainland travellers to HK.
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E.g. cultural differences between Hongkongers and Mainlanders, Hong Kong people becoming
parallel traders instead of Mainlanders
76
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Stand News (3 March, 2015). 民主黨倡陸客一年八行 開徵陸路入境稅
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Translation:
Fig. 23 77

On the 2016 LegCo election forum, Raymond Chan from People Power
suggested the levy of arrival tax on non-local citizens to increase the cost
of parallel trading, in hope to create disincentives for Mainland parallel
traders.

While the “boundary shopping centre” could possibly attract Mainland shoppers and
relieve the pressure in some tourist hotspots78, the arrival tax could discourage parallel
trading activities by increasing their costs. Nonetheless, both measures have their
limitations --- the arrival tax does not affect local parallel traders, whereas “boundary
shopping centre” also has several worth-concerning problems (Figure 24).

Fig. 24 79

Translation:
Though the “boundary shopping centre” can stream Mainland shoppers,
it cannot resolve the current problem faced --- the exceeding pressure on
both tourism and social capacity, instead of the lack of shopping spots.
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The following two suggestions are therefore made as supplement to this new policy
and above measures in hope to alleviate the identified problems:

2.1 Large-scale suppression operations of parallel trading activities
As mentioned in previous sections, simply implementing ‘Once-a-week visa’ can only
be of little help to eliminate parallel trading activities80. Therefore, it is essential to
reinforce the monitoring and suppression of parallel trading activities at the borders.
To achieve the above, the HK Customs and Excise Department (HKCED) is
recommended to cooperate with the Shenzhen Customs to carry out large-scale
operations on suppressing parallel trading activities. In fact, operations carried out by
HKCED since 2012 has been a success (Figure 25).

Fig. 115 81

Translation:
HKCED’s operations since 2012 have been achieving satisfying results,
with over 2700 suspected Mainland parallel traders arrested and 217 of
them convicted.

With the above successful precedent, it is predictable that if HKCED can cooperate
with Shenzhen Customs to suppress parallel trading activities on both borders, these
illegal activities would be discouraged. More frequent and large-scale operations on
the borders are likely to have deterrent effect on parallel traders 82, as higher risk of
being arrested creates disincentives of continuing the illegal trading activities. This
cannot eliminate all parallel trading activities, but the problem would at least be
alleviated significantly when it is done together with the implementation of ‘Once-aweek visa’.
80

It is because the visa can only restrict Shenzhen parallel traders, but not HK traders.
HK01 (18th April, 2016). 【一周一行】一年成效？ 上水站人龍依舊 藥房無減 物價續升
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2.2 Regulation by MTR staff and guards
Another possible way to alleviate the identified problems is through the regulation
carried out by MTR staff and nearby security guards. One problem triggered by the
IVS is the crowded living environment due to the serious parallel trading activities.
While MTR stations and areas nearby are the most seriously affected areas, MTR staff
and security guards seem not playing an active role in dealing with these situations.

Translation:
Fig. 26 83

Security guards nearby often turn a blind eye on the gathered parallel
traders.

The officers in-charge should proactively contravene the parallel traders and protect
residents’ living from being affected. For instance, security guards can disperse the
crowds of parallel traders to prevent them from blocking the pathway, as well as not
giving them chances to continue their distribution of goods. Meanwhile, MTR staff
shall strictly forbid parallel traders from entering the paid area with their cartons of
goods without any bias, so that the existing regulations can really retrieve its deterrent
effect on parallel traders. With the above measures, it is believed that the environment
of affected areas and the train carriages will be less crowded, while these actions may
also discourage parallel trading activities.

2.3 Section Summary
Undeniably, the ‘Once-a-week visa’ and the above suggestions above are unable to
completely remove the root causes of the problems84. Nonetheless, with the proposed
refinement, the new policy’s effectiveness in alleviating parallel trading activities
83
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Apple Daily (1 April, 2016). 一周一行一年 水客內地人變南亞幫
i.e. the poor town planning which leads to overload of Hong Kong’s carrying capacity, the deeprooted cultural differences leading to tense Hongkonger-Mainlander relations, the fact that
Hongkongers take up the majority of parallel traders
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would likely be enhanced --- while ‘Once-a-week visa’ limits Shenzhen parallel
traders, the suggestions further discourage parallel trading activities, creating chain
effects to lower the shop rentals and commodities’ prices in affected districts
eventually.
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